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Introduction

Protein-Protein interaction networks have essential position in cell 
biology to conduct an organism analysis. The protein complex 
transformation understanding in disease condition is important 

in modern system biology [1]. From a biological point of view, protein 
complexes are the molecular entities to do the cellular functionalities 
such as DNA transcription, signal transduction, mRNA translation [2]. 
Recently, in order to analyze the dynamicity of PPINs, dynamic PPI net-
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ABSTRACT
Background: Dynamic protein-protein interaction networks (DPPIN) can confirm 
the conditional and temporal features of proteins and protein complexes. In addition, 
the relation of protein complexes in dynamic networks can provide useful information 
in understanding the dynamic functionality of PPI networks. 
Objective: In this paper, an algorithm is presented to discover the temporal as-
sociation rule from the dynamic PPIN dataset.
Material and Methods: In this analytical study, the static protein-protein in-
teraction network is transformed into a dynamic network using the gene expression 
thresholding to extract the protein complex relations. The number of presented pro-
teins of the dynamic network is large at each time point. This number will increase for 
extraction of multidimensional rules at different times. By mapping the gold standard 
protein complexes as reference protein complexes, the number of items decreases from 
active proteins to protein complexes at each transaction. Extracted sub graphs as pro-
tein complexes, at each time point, are weighted according to the reference protein 
complexes similarity degrees. Mega-transactions and extended items are created based 
on occurrence bitmap matrix of the reference complexes. Rules will be extracted based 
on Mega-transactions of protein complexes. 
Results: The proposed method has been evaluated using gold standard protein 
complex rules. The amount of extracted rules from Biogrid datasets and protein com-
plexes are 281, with support 0.2.  
Conclusion: The characteristic of the proposed algorithm is the simultaneous ex-
traction of intra-transaction and inter-transaction rules. The results evaluation using 
EBI data shows the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
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work is studied [3]. DPPINs are constructed 
either by simulated the proteins activities or 
aggregated the co-regulated proteins at differ-
ent time points [4]. Under different conditions 
and various cellular cycles, the protein activa-
tion can be restored by assigning a threshold 
value for gene expression. 

There are structural changes during protein 
complex formation in different time points and 
conditions [5]. Simple models cannot demon-
strate these changes; thus, we proposed fuzzy 
temporal association rule mining to handle 
these changes. The temporal rules are used 
to understand and extract knowledge from 
dynamicity of PPINs and protein complexes. 
The mining of association rules is applied to 
discover the interest relations between items 
of transactions. Association rule mining al-
gorithms can find relations among genes and 
different biological entities in bioinformatics 
[6]. The traditional association rules mining 
algorithms extract the associations among 
items within the concurrent transaction named 
intra-transaction association rules. Moreover, 
the rules among items from different transac-
tions are called inter-transaction association 
rules [7, 8]. Most of microarray gene expres-
sion datasets are dense that have infrequent 
experiments versus most genes at each experi-
ment with different experiment time points 
[9]. There are many long repeated itemsets in 
dense datasets. The frequent itemset extrac-
tion in dense transactions has large computa-
tional time complexity [10]. Moreover, one of 
the major difficulties in inter-transaction asso-
ciation rules mining is the larger search space, 
and the larger number of possible generated 
rules in compare to classical association rules 
mining algorithms [8]. Hence, we need an ap-
proach to reduce the number of items and cut 
the search space.

Protein complexes are considered in new 
drugs design for treating complex diseases. 
Nacher et al. [11] presented relation of pro-
tein complexes with associated drugs. Ray et 
al. [12] developed MODAPROC framework 

to detect protein complexes with associated 
human diseases. The number of outward in-
teractions and protein complex associated dis-
ease is used as objective functions in a multi-
objective optimization problem. Moarefi [13] 
presented some examples of relevant protein 
complexes usage for rational drug discovery. 
MUTARC, as a new algorithm, is presented to 
find pairwise unexpected temporal association 
rules (UTARs) [14] in adverse drug reactions. 
Steinway et al. [15] proposed a discrete dy-
namic modeling to uncover the relation of dis-
ease and drug targets in the proteins network. 

Interaction annotation differences are cap-
tured by differential association rule mining 
in protein-protein interactions [16]. Nam et 
al. [9] presented a temporal association rule 
mining algorithm for continuous microarray 
data values. After discretization, the temporal 
transactions are obtained by the combination 
of different transaction items based on time 
delay. Gallo et al. [17] introduced a machine 
learning approach for mining time-lagged 
rules from gene expression data to determine 
interactions among genes. 

Chen et al. [18] introduced a dynamic meth-
od to mine association rules called DAR based 
on the market basket analysis. His proposed 
method exhibits the relationship between dis-
eases and genes. Besides, traditional methods 
of association rule mining, the fuzzy and tem-
poral association rule mining has been used to 
extract efficient rules. Mohammadi et al. [19] 
proposed an ensemble-based approach to de-
tect co-behavioral genes in multiple gene ex-
pression profiles.

Mega-transactions and extended itemsets 
have been used by some researchers [20-23] 
to extract temporal association rules. Tung et 
al. [22] used mega-transactions and extended 
itemsets to implement the FITI algorithm to 
extract the frequent inter-transaction itemsets 
[20]. Baralis et al. [24] used time delayed ma-
trix to extract temporal association rules from 
gene regulatory networks. Besemann et al. 
[16] described a differential association rule 
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mining algorithm for protein-protein interac-
tion networks.

Material and Methods
In this analytical study, the relation between 

protein complexes is extracted. The Figure 1 
illustrates the proposed method briefly. The 
proposed method has several well-separated 
steps that will be described in the next sec-
tions.

Create dynamic PPI networks 
As discussed earlier, systematic analysis of 

dynamic protein complexes not only optimiz-
es the detection precision of the protein com-
plexes but also improves our understanding of 
the dynamic process of biological protein for-
mation for organizing cells [25]. The dynamic 
PPI network is formed according to G and Ge 
graphs as transitory interactions and simulta-
neous activeness of the two related proteins 
[26]. The protein absence or presence at time 
point t is determined by its gene expression 
value and its corresponding defined threshold 
value (AT(i)).

Threshold values, according to 3σ method 
[26], are defined by following equations 1, 2:

( ) ( ) 3 ( )(1 ( ))AT i u i i F iσ= + −                           (1)

2
1( ) (1 ( ))F i iσ=

+                                         (2)

Where u and σ are the gene expression mean 
and standard deviation, respectively. In this 
step, the static PPI network is converted to 
dynamic network according to the defined 
threshold values.

Reference protein complexes
Protein complex is a set of proteins Pi. This 

definition is equivalent to the basic definition 
of an item used in association rule mining. 
Gold standard protein complexes are consid-
ered as reference complexes. Since, all corre-
spond proteins of each complex are not active 
at all-time points of dynamic network; the ab-
sence or presence of each protein complexes is 
weighted based on their active proteins.

Extend transactions to Mega-trans-
actions
Bitmap Matrix
The base idea in a bitmap matrix is to de-

fine two types of events and to use them as 
extended items. The first event identifies the 
items appearing exactly after N steps, and the 
second event identifies the items disappear-
ing exactly after N steps. To create a bitmap 

Figure 1: Algorithmic overview of proposed method
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matrix, the weight of items is considered, and 
only the items with weight greater than spe-
cific bound give value 1 and elsewhere the 
item value will be 0 in the corresponding en-
try to express the presence or absence of the 
item in the transaction. Each column indicates 
the reference protein complexes and each row 
represents the transactions. PCBMt,i shows the 
absence or presence of item i in transaction t. 
The bitmap matrix of transactions shown in 
Table 1 are indicated in Table 2.

Extended Item
Maxspan is the maximum number of trans-

actions from reference transaction that must 
be investigated to produce extended items.

Let RPC is an item in a transaction database. 
The extended item ERPC in transaction t, with 
timespan ≤ maxspan, is defined as below.

In formula 3, δ indicates the smallest (n+1)-
digit number where n is the digits count of 
reference protein complexes. For example, if 
the number of reference protein complexes is 
235, δ will be 1000 in equations 3. The ERPC 
extension is done for all timespan’s from 1 to 
maxspan. Some examples of extended items 
have been expressed in Table 3.

(3)
,

,
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Transactions Items

T(1)=
{<1, 0.5 >, <2, 0.8>, <3, 1>, 

<5, 0.65>}

T(2)= {<1, 0.7>, <4, 0.3>, <5, 0.44>}

T(3)= {<3, 0.6>, <4, 0.35>, <5, 0.5>}

T(4)= {<1, 0.9>, <2, 0.4>, <3, 0.5>}

T(5)= {<3, 0.25>, <5, 0.8>}

T(6)= {<2, 0.57>, <4, 0.75>}

Table 1: Transactions with weighted items

       i   t RPC 1 RPC 2 RPC 3 RPC 5

T(1) 1 1 1 1
T(2) 1 0 0 0
T(3) 0 0 1 1
T(4) 1 0 1 0
T(5) 0 0 0 1
T(6) 0 1 0 0

RPC: Gold standard protein complexes

Table 2: Protein Complexes Bitmap Matrix 
(PCBM) for Table 1 transactions (bound= 0.5)

Extended mega-transaction
An extended mega-transaction is the union 

of extended items with normal transaction 
items set in that transaction. Table 3 shows the 
extended mega-transaction with maxspan 3.

In the worst case, for each desired maxspan, 
the number of items per transaction will be 
equal to the total number of its items and all 
available items. For any maxspan, all time in-
tervals from one to maxspan are investigated.

As shown in Table 3, extended items are 
added to the transactions. The quotient of the 
extended item after dividing by thousand and 
the remaining number by deleting three digits 
to the right of the number specifies the original 
item related to extended item. The tens digit of 
extended item specifies the event occurrence 
step, and the ones digit determines the event 
type. Events 0 and 1 are equivalent to disap-
pearing and occurrence, respectively. For ex-
ample, item <4021> expresses that the item 4 
emerges after two time steps.

Temporal association rule mining
Apriori algorithm
Apriori [27] is an algorithm for association 
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rule mining from transactional databases. Af-
ter pre-processing and determining the mega-
transactions, the Apriori algorithm for our data 
is used. The support measure of items set is 
defined according to equation 4. 

( ) ;t EMT X t
supp X

EMT
∈ ⊆

=                     (4)

Which X is an item set; |EMT| is the number 
of extended mega-transactions. The support of 
association rule, X ⇒  Y in transactions T, is 
equal to supp (X   Y). Moreover, the confi-
dence coefficient of X ⇒  Y is computed by 
equation 5.

( ) ( )
( )

supp X Y
conf X Y

supp X
∪

⇒ =                       (5)

Datasets
BioGRID is an integrated and continuous 

dataset updating the physical and general reac-
tions [28]. This set includes more than 544000 
interactions and more than 27 different organ-
isms. Having 55000 non-repetitive interac-
tions of yeast (version 3.1.77), this database 
is considered as the largest PPI set for this or-
ganism. 

GEO (Gene Expression Omnibus): gene 
expression levels at different points are mea-
sured and stored in a dataset. For example, 
GSE3431 has 12 time spots from the GPL90 
platform. 6777 levels of gene expression have 
been measured. The used PPI data in this 
study are Biogrid, DIP and YeastNet datasets. 
Furthermore, the information related to gene 

expression and co-expression has been taken 
from GEO [29, 30].

The proposed method has been analyzed 
using the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
dataset. In used data, the frequently filtered 
genes [31] as many as 3552 genes were used.  
Table 4 gives some details of the gene expres-
sions. The total number of transactions ac-
cording to aggregate data in Table 4 is 623.

Results
The European Bioinformatics Institute (EM-

BL-EBI) supports research of bioinformatics 
through the provision of data, open source 
software, analytical tools, and technical infra-
structure [32]. This institute has integrated a 
diverse range of data types to be used by bi-
ologists in all disciplines. The amount of data 
stored has been doubled in less than two years 

Mega-Transactions Items
T(1)= {<1>, <2>, <3>, <5>, <1020>, <2010>, <3010>, <5010>}
T(2)= {<1>, <1010>, <3011>, <5011>}
T(3)= {<3>, <5>, <1011>, <2031>, <3020>, <4031>, <5010>}
T(4)= {<1>, <3>, <1010>, <2021>, <3010>, <4021>, <5011>}
T(5)= <5>, <2011>, <4011>, <5010>}
T(6)= {<2>, <4>}

Table 3: The extended mega-transactions of Table 1 with maxspan 3

Series 
name

Number 
of series Description

Gse26169 210 5 time intervals per condition. 

Gse25582 151 8 time intervals per condition.

Gse18121 42 7 time intervals per condition.

Gse9482 40 5 time intervals per condition.
Gse7645 48 8 time intervals per condition.
Gse3431 36 12 time intervals per cycle.

Gse3076 96 16 time intervals per condition.

Table 4: The attributes of gene expression 
series 
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and reached 120 petabytes. One of the prov-
en sources of gene product interpreting is the 
gene ontology (GO) [33]. QuickGO is a fast 
and web-based tool for the GO browsing and 
all interpreting of the functional information 
of gene products [34]. Furthermore, QuickGO 
is able to provide many features such as the 
relationship between functional modules, the 
modules’ children, ancestor charts of modules 
and co-occurrence expressions. An example of 
the ancestor chart has been shown in Figure 2.

A dataset, consisting of known complexes, 
has been collected from QuickGo. In this da-
taset, the related complexes existing in the 
ancestor charts and the co-occurrence events 
have been aggregated to evaluate the extract-
ed association rules. The known gold standard 
complexes have been considered as reference 
complexes, and the results have been investi-
gated to better evaluation of the proposed al-
gorithm. In this case, the corresponding sub-
nets to each reference complexes have been 
determined in the dynamic protein interaction 
network. The similarity of a subnet to refer-

ence complexes as weight has been calculated 
according to equation 6.

( )
 

  
 

 

  
,

t
t C P

sim C P C
∩

=                               (6)

Pt are the active proteins at the time point 
t, and C is the reference complexes. The total 
number of reference complexes determined 
from the gold standard complexes is 119. 

281 rules have been extracted from the Bi-
ogrid dataset with 0.2 minimum support value 
and The bound (0.5), which matched with an-
cestor chart of EBI data. After filtering the re-
dundant rules, 193 rules remained so that 152 
rules matched with EBI data by mediation and 
4 rules matched directly.

The bound (0.5) specifies the minimum 
overlap between the active proteins of the 
time point and the proteins of reference com-
plexes. The matching rate has been measured 
in non-intermediate and intermediate modes. 
In the non-intermediate (directly) mode, if the 
consequent section of the rule is present in the 
ancestor chart of the antecedent, the matching 

Figure 2: Ancestor chart of Trapp complex drown with QuickGO (Figure reproduced from Hunt-
ley RP, et al. Nucleic Acids Research. 2015;43(D1):D1057-63. [34])
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has been made. In the intermediate mode, the 
consequent and antecedent complexes match-
ing has been measured by the relation of them 
with intermediate complex in the different an-
cestor charts. 

Also, the co-occurrence of antecedent and 
consequent of rules in EBI data have been used 
for evaluation. The antecedent and consequent 
of rules have 16 co-occurrences without inter-
mediaries, while the number of intermediate 
co-occurrences is 173. The results show that 
the extracted rules by the proposed method are 
informative.

According to direct matching method, four 
rules coincide with the ancestor chart of EBI. 
The information of these rules, including the 
names of the antecedent and the consequent 
complexes and complexes’ GO_ID, has been 
listed in Table 5.

A sample ancestor chart of an extracted rule 
in the EBI database has been expressed in Fig-
ure 3.

Discussion
Finding relationships between different in-

tracellular functions is a critical factor in the 
cell dynamicity recognition and modeling of 
overall cell function. Data mining and data ag-
gregation techniques provide powerful tools 
for recognizing these relationships. In this 
study, temporal association rule mining meth-
ods are used to determine the association of 

protein complexes. The use of gene expres-
sion microarray data, collecting under differ-
ent conditions and times, and linking this data 
to other available data such as protein inter-
action networks and protein complexes is one 
of the strengths of the proposed method. Since 
the extraction of temporal association rule has 
not been done in a set of protein complexes 
before the results and achievements of the pro-
posed method have not been compared with 
any other methods. There are limited evalua-
tion measures for the analysis of extracted bio-
logical knowledge from DPIN. On the other 
hand, to evaluate the network, the biological 
interpretation of DPINs is important. Identifi-
cation of various protein complexes with dif-
ferent functionality and extraction of regular 
interactions between them is possible through 
a high-quality DPIN. Therefore, a criterion 
should be designed to evaluate the quality of 
DPINs and the quality of the relationships ex-
tracted from them. Our analysis shows that the 
use of EBI data is a good criterion for analyz-
ing the relationship between complexes in a 
meaningful way. Many of the extracted rela-
tionships are without biological analysis due 
to the lack of an evaluation reference. Some of 
the extracted relationships and their biological 
analysis is given below.

Our proposed method has extracted the 
temporal relationship between the complexes 
GO:0005671 and GO:0000123. GO:0005671 

Antecedent Consequent
GO_ID GO:0005671 GO:0000123

Complex name Ada2/Gcn5/Ada3 transcription activator complex Histone acetyltransferase complex (HAT)
GO_ID GO:0019005 GO:0000151

Complex name SCF ubiquitin ligase complex Ubiquitin ligase complex
GO_ID GO:0000124 GO:0000123

Complex name SAGA complex Histone acetyltransferase complex (HAT)
GO_ID GO:0000817 GO:0000776

Complex name COMA complex Kinetochore complex
GO: Gene ontology, SCF: Skp1-cullin 1-F-box, SAGA: Spt-Ada-Gcn5-Acetyltransferase, COMA: Ctf19p-Okp1p-Mcm1p-
Ame1p 

Table 5: Antecedent and consequent of extracted rules from Biogrid 
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is a multi-protein complex containing histone 
acetyltransferase HAT (GO:0000123) and in-
volved in transcription regulation. The bud-
ding yeast complex contains Gcn5p, two Ada 
family proteins, and two TBP-linked proteins 
(TAFs). Moreover, GO:0019005 is a ubiquitin 
ligase complex in which a Cullin subfamily of 
the Cul1 family and a RING domain protein 
form a catalytic nucleus; substrate properties 
are provided by an Skp1 adapter and an F-box 
protocol. SCF complexes are involved in tar-
geting proteins for proteasome degradation. 
The best identified compounds are yeast and 
mammals (with nuclear subsets called Cdc53 
/ Cul1, Rbx1 / Hrt1 / Roc1). GO:0000124 is 
a complex of SAGA acetone histone acetyl-

transferase HAT (GO:0000123) containing 
Spt8 (in yeast). The COMA complex is re-
sponsible for the connection between the cen-
tromere and the Kinetochore. Kinetochore is a 
complex of different proteins that bind to the 
centromere and some of the spindle strands to 
this protein structure.

Conclusion
As shown in the presented ancestor charts, 

cellular components such as protein complex-
es are related to cellular activities. In this pa-
per, a method to discover the dynamic protein-
protein interaction networks was proposed to 
extract temporal association rules based on 
protein complex relations. Dynamic protein 

Figure 3: The ancestor chart of gene ontology (GO):0005671 protein complex (Figure repro-
duced from Huntley RP, et al. Nucleic Acids Research. 2015;43(D1):D1057-63. [34])
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interaction network is constructed from static 
one by gene expression thresholding. Gold 
standard protein complexes arranged as ref-
erence protein complexes to create temporal 
transactions. Mega-transactions were created 
by extended items to extract temporal rules. 
The results comparison with extracted EBI 
data showed that the extracted rules were in-
formative and the elements of the rules were 
bio-related.
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